






















Evolution of the disk of piAqr: from near-disappearance to a strong maximum
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• The disk surrounding the primary component of piAqr
nearly disappeared in early 2014.
• The disk has slowly recovered, now reaching strengths not
seen in three decades.
• This evolution in line strength is accompanied by changes
in disk structure.
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Abstract
Some Be stars display important variability of the strength of the emission lines formed in their disk. This is notably the case of
piAqr. We present here the recent evolution of the Be disk in this system thanks to spectra collected by amateur spectroscopists
since the end of 2013. A large transition occurred: the emission linked to the Be disk nearly disappeared in January 2014, but the
disk has recovered, with a line strength now reaching levels only seen during the active phase of 1950–1990. In parallel to this
change in strength occurs a change of disk structure, notably involving the disappearance of the strong asymmetry responsible for
the V/Rmodulation.
Keywords: stars: Be, stars: individual (piAqr)
1. Introduction
piAqr (HD212571) is a nearby (d=257–331pc,
Bailer-Jones et al. 2018) binary system comprising a Be
primary (Bjorkman et al., 2002). Because of its brightness
∗Corresponding author, FNRS research associate
Email address: ynaze@uliege.be (Yae¨l Naze´)
(V=4.64), it has been studied for a long time, both in pho-
tometry and spectroscopy. However, it was only recently
found to belong to the peculiar class of γ-Cas stars, which
gathers Be stars with unusually bright and hard X-ray emission
(Naze´ et al., 2017, see also Smith et al. 2016 for a detailed
review on such objects).
Variability is commonly seen in Be stars in general and
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in piAqr in particular. After an active phase in 1950–1990,
piAqr went through a very weak emission phase in 1996–2000.
Bjorkman et al. (2002) extensively studied it, which allowed
them to detect the individual signatures of the two components
of the system. As the disk had (nearly) disappeared, the Hα
line appeared mostly in absorption. This absorption compo-
nent belonged to the massive primary. Superimposed on it were
weak emissions due to the tenuous remnants of the disk and an-
other weak emission displaying opposite motion with respect
to the absorption. This emission was therefore attributed to
the secondary star of the system. Bjorkman et al. (2002) mea-
sured the radial velocities (RVs) of the absorption and the sec-
ondary emission, and used them to derive the system’s prop-
erties. piAqr has an orbital period of 84.1d and a mass ratio of
0.16 which suggests a 2–3M⊙ secondary star to the B1 primary.
Zharikov et al. (2013) further examined the variations of the
Hα line between 2004 and 2013. At that time, the activity os-
cillated between low and moderate states, without reaching the
high levels of the active phase. Using tomographic techniques,
Zharikov et al. (2013) showed that the disk was influenced by
the presence of the companion, with the brightest regions lo-
cated on the outer part of the disk facing the secondary.
As the star continues to evolve, we examine in this contri-
bution the behaviour of piAqr over the last six years. The ob-
servations used to this aim and their treatment are presented in
the next section, while results are presented in detail in Sect. 3,
with a summary ending the paper.
2. Observations and data reduction
Because of their brightness and varying character, Be stars
are regularly observed by the amateur astronomer community.
Such observations may be photometric or spectroscopic, in
which case they usually cover the Hα line. The Be Star Spec-
tra (BeSS) open-access database1 (Neiner et al., 2011) collects
and centralizes the spectra of Be stars taken by amateurs and
professionals to ensure their legacy to the astronomical com-
munity as a whole. We have downloaded from it all spectra of
piAqr taken between Oct. 2013 and Jan. 2019 (i.e. since the
analysis of Zharikov et al. 2013). All these spectra have been
taken by amateurs, co-authors of this paper, who reduced the
data in a standard way. More information on these data can be
found on the BeSS website.
In addition to BeSS data, two German amateurs (C.T. Quandt
and M. Moll) provided additional spectra of piAqr in 2017–
2018. They were taken using a 5 inch Schmidt-Cassegrain tele-
scope equipped with a LHiRes III spectrograph. The detector
was a Sony IMX 674 CCD in 2017 and a Sony IMX 694 CCD
in 2018. Several exposures were taken and combined to get
the final 13 spectra. Data reduction was carried out in ESO-
MIDAS in a standard way. For wavelength calibration of the
spectra, the internal NeAr lamp of the spectrograph was used
but recalibration, performed using telluric lines, enabled them
1http://basebe.obspm.fr











Figure 1: Top: Evolution of Hα EWs in piAqr since October 2013. Bottom:
Measured RVs (Oct. 2013–Feb. 2016 shown in black dots and July 2016–
Jan. 2019 in blue circles), phased with average ephemeris from Bjorkman et al.
(2002, i.e. P=84.1 d and HJD0=2 450 275.5).
to improve the wavelength accuracy (on average, the precision
is 3 kms−1).
In total, our dataset consists of 379 Hα spectra of piAqr. The
annual visibility season typically extends from June to January
of the following year, but two-thirds of spectra were actually
taken in October–December. Because we gather the contri-
butions of different observers from various places, the spectra
were taken in various meteorological and instrumental condi-
tions. In particular, the used telescopes had diameters between
5 and 20 inches, spectrographs had resolving powers between
5000 and 20 000 (with the exception of two low-resolution
spectra taken at R = 600 on 2015-11-08 by C. Kreider and
2018-08-22 by T. Rodda). Exposure times ranged from 200s to
7800s and the vast majority of spectra are of good quality (SNR
of at least 100 in 87% of spectra).
While the amateurs’ spectra were roughly normalized, we
have further processed them, first by correcting for telluric
absorptions within IRAF using the template of Hinkle et al.
(2000) then by applying a final normalization using continuum
windows and a low-order polynomial. The continuumwindows
were adapted to the spectral range: in some cases, the range
covered by the spectra was rather small hence the continuum
windows had to be taken close to the line and the normalization
was then poorer when the line was stronger and broader, which
was the case in recent years (this explains some additional scat-
ter of measurements for the last observing year).
2
3. Results
After applying the individual heliocentric corrections2, we
measured the moments of the Hα line in all normalized spec-
tra over the velocity interval –540 km s−1 to 540 km s−1 (using a
rest wavelength of 6562.85Å). No correction for the underlying
photospheric absorption was performed, as in Zharikov et al.
(2013) but contrary to Bjorkman et al. (2002). The resulting
moments are listed in the fifth to seventh columns of Table 1.
The zeroth-order moment (M0 =
∑
(Fi − 1)) corresponds to
the equivalent width (EW), i.e. it provides the width of a rect-
angular line of unity amplitude with the same integrated area
as the observed line. Note that, in this paper, emission lines
have negative EWs while absorptions have positive EWs. The
first-order moment (M1 =
∑
(Fi − 1) × vi/
∑
(Fi − 1)) provides
a flux-weighted centroid for the line, i.e. its RV . The second-





the square of the line width; it would be equal to σ2 if the line
were a centered Gaussian. In parallel, we have also measured
the height above continuum of the blue and red peaks and Table
1 provides their ratio (traditionally called V/R). Comparing our
results with Zharikov et al. (2013), who did not use moments to
derive EWs, we found that their EWs and V/R values for the
data in October 2013 agree well with ours. We also compared
the results for different observers (those who provided at least
20 spectra) and found no systematic difference between them.
As in Zharikov et al. (2013), we do not provide formal errors
(e.g. from error propagation) on our measurements as the scat-
ter of values are best representative of the actual errors, due to
noise but also to normalization errors, imperfect telluric correc-
tions, wavelength calibration errors,... We now examine each
diagnostic in turn.
3.1. EWs
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the EW over recent years.
As can be seen, it decreases at the end of 2013 and then reaches
∼0Å in January 2014. At that time, the emission had not com-
pletely disappeared, however. Rather, the emission component
was so weak that the absorption component was revealed. Its
strength nearly compensated that of the emission, leading to a
∼0Å EW value for the overall line. The line did not reach the
absorption-dominated stage seen by Bjorkman et al. (2002), but
it was without doubt in a very low emission state. Such (nearly)
disappearance of the emission is not infrequent in piAqr. For ex-
ample, McLaughlin (1962) reported an absence of bright emis-
sion lines in 1936-7, 1944-5, and 1950 while Zharikov et al.
(2013) reported another low emission state (|EW | < 1Å) from
mid-2006 to mid-2007.
After that minimum, the emission monotonically increased
over the years, reaching EW values around –25Å in the last
year. This represents a large change compared to recent years.
Indeed, between 2004 and 2013, the Hα line displayed at most a
moderate emission, with absolute EW values varying between 1
2Note that the keyword BSS RQVH in the BeSS header provides the oppo-
site of that correction.
























Figure 2: Evolution of V/R with time (top panel) or phase (middle and bottom
panels, using the same ephemeris as for the RVs in Fig. 1). In the lower panels,
different colors and symbols are used to identify the observing seasons: black
dots for 2013-4, red crosses for 2014-5, and empty green triangles for 2015-6 in
the middle panel; black dots for 2016, red crosses for 2017-8, and empty green
triangles for 2018-9 in the bottom panel.
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and 11Å (Zharikov et al., 2013). Starting in Fall 2015, the EWs
exceeded such values, more than doubling in recent years. Fig-
ure 1 in Bjorkman et al. (2002) shows that large EW values (–
20 to –40Å, after correction for photospheric absorption) were
previously observed between 1950 and 1990. piAqr thus seems
to have entered a new active phase, with the low activity state
of previous years coming to an end.
3.2. RV
Since piAqr is a binary, its lines should regularly shift with
orbital phase. Figure 1 shows the velocities of the Hα line,
phased with the ephemeris of Bjorkman et al. (2002). While
the scatter is not negligible, a clear sinusoidal variation, inde-
pendent of the observing season, is detected, as could be ex-
pected.
3.3. V/R
When in emission, the Hα line of piAqr usually appears
double-peaked. This is a common feature in Be stars seen under
a high inclination. In a significant fraction of such stars, mon-
itorings revealed variations of the amplitude of the violet peak
with respect to that of the red one (see e.g. Porter & Rivinius,
2003). In piAqr, their ratio, called V/R, was found to undergo a
sinusoidal variation with the same periodicity as the orbital mo-
tions (Zharikov et al., 2013). This modulation was attributed to
the disk asymmetry triggered by the presence of the companion
(Zharikov et al., 2013).
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the V/R ratio with time and
orbital phase. It clearly appears that the V/R modulation de-
pends on the line strength: the largest amplitudes in V/R occur
when the line is weakest. However, this is not a simple dilu-
tion effect: in the most recent data, the V/Rmodulation actually
disappears, with V/R ratios simply scattered over phase.
3.4. Line profile
The top panel of Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the line
profile variations with time. One profile per observing sea-
son is shown, except for 2013-4 for which the profiles at
the beginning and end of the season are displayed. The
double-peaked nature of the profile remained over the years.
We have not yet reached a state with a single-peaked profile
(Slettebak & Reynolds, 1978) but the situation appears close to
the asymmetric profile with two barely distinguishable peaks
reported by Andrillat & Fehrenbach (1982).
However, large changes in the profiles are detected besides
the obvious variations in strength. First, the width of the
line profile has continuously decreased as the line strength in-
creased. This can be best seen in the bottom panel of Fig.
3, where the second-order moment3 evolves from ∼230 to
∼210 km s−1 between Fall 2014 and Winter 2018-9. This is
in line with McLaughlin (1962), who already noted that reap-
pearing Hydrogen emissions are broader than usual, leading to
3In 2013-4, the line profile is a mix of absorption and emission with similar
strengths, hence the first and second-order moments are not fully representative
of the actual centroid and width of the emission.




















Figure 3: Evolution of the Hα line profile and its width (as measured by the
second-order moment) since Oct. 2013. In the top panel, the individual spectra
are shifted by a constant step of 0.3 to facilitate the comparison and velocities
are heliocentric.
a width decrease afterwards. Second, at the same time, the
two peaks clearly move closer to each other, with a separation
changing from ∼320 to ∼140 km s−1. If linked to Keplerian ro-
tation of the disk, this suggests an increase in the radial exten-
sion of the disk (Hummel, & Vrancken, 1995). The observed
separation decrease translates into an increase in the radius of
the Hα emission region by a factor of ∼5 (Zamanov et al., 2019,
see their eq. 2).
The change in behaviour of the V/R ratios and in the line
profile can be taken as indicating a change in the disk structure.
To further examine this transition, we have performed a tomo-
graphic analysis of the profiles in each season. This technique
assumes that the emitting gas is stationary in the rotating frame
of the binary, i.e. that the line profile variations are only due
to our changing viewing angle because of the orbital motion
(Horne, 1991). In this case, each emitting parcel is associated
to a specific (vx, vy) pair, where the x-axis points from the pri-
mary to the secondary and the y-axis has the same direction
as the velocity vector of the secondary. The radial velocity of
the emission, as seen by an observer on Earth, is then given at
any phase by v(φt) = −vx cos(2piφt) + vy sin(2piφt) + vz where
φt is zero at the conjunction with the secondary star in front4.
We used an implementation of Doppler tomography relying on
a Fourier-filtered back-projection algorithm, as in Rauw et al.
(2002, 2005).
To perform this analysis, we have separated the spectra by
4Therefore φt = φ + 0.25, where the orbital phase φ used in the rest of the
paper refers to the ephemeris of Bjorkman et al. (2002).
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observing season, excluding the two taken at very low resolu-
tion (R = 600) and those with EW > −0.5Å (i.e. with a line
strongly affected by absorption). Since the Hα line strength sig-
nificantly changes even during a single observing season, we
have divided the individual line fluxes by the EWs. Further-
more, the spectra were weighted to achieve an orbital phase
coverage as homogeneous as possible (i.e. if several spectra
were taken at similar phases, each one had a reduced weight).
Finally, the Doppler maps were calculated twice: first by con-
sidering all available spectra in each season and second by con-
sidering only a subset of spectra taken during that season by a
single observer (e.g. J. Guarro-Flo´ in 2013-4, A. De Bruin in
2016). The latter case provides more homogeneity (a single ob-
server, a single observing place, a single instrument), which en-
ables us to check whether combining data from several sources
caused problems. We found that the maps were similar, but
with lower SNR with fewer spectra, hence Fig. 4 presents only
the ones derived from all available spectra. We recall that they
provide a measure of the line flux in the velocity space, which
does not directly reflect spatial distribution. In particular, emis-
sion linked to a Keplerian disk should appear as an annulus with
inner and outer regions inverted in velocity space - indeed, the
inner disk regions have the largest velocities hence appear on
the outer part of the Doppler map.
In the maps, the Be disk of piAqr appears as a large structure
of approximately annular form. The inner radius of this ring
(central red contour in Fig. 4), the position of the maximum
emission regions (blue and magenta contours in Fig. 4), as well
as the (a)symmetric character of the overall structure appear to
change with time. At first, the disk shows a strong asymme-
try peaking on the secondary side, as found by Zharikov et al.
(2013). However, this asymmetry subsequently decreases and
nearly disappears after 2015 or 2016. This may seem to con-
tradict the previous results of Zharikov et al. (2013) who had
found that the overall inhomogeneity in disk surface brightness
was larger when the line was stronger, but we recall that the
regime in line strength probed in that paper is very different
than observed since Fall 2015. There is thus no contradiction,
only a change in behaviour in the most active phase. The strong
reduction in disk asymmetry in Doppler maps is in line with the
disappearance of the V/R modulation. At the same time, the
maps indicate that the inner edge of the disk gets closer (in ve-
locity) to the Be star, suggesting again a larger disk extension.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we report on changes in the Hα line pro-
file of the Be star piAqr since the last published monitoring
(Zharikov et al., 2013). DuringWinter 2013-2014, the emission
of piAqr became very weak but did not disappear completely.
Its strength was then similar to that of the photospheric absorp-
tion. Since then, the emission has monotonically increased and
is now reaching levels only seen during the last “active” phase,
in 1950-1990. In this process, the Be disk of piAqr appears to
have extended and to have lost the strong asymmetry responsi-
ble for the V/R modulation of the line peaks.
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Table 1: Journal of the observations of piAqr taken between Oct. 2013 and Jan. 2019, as well as the associated measurements of the Hα line. As observing log are
provided the observing date, observer ID (using the BeSS nickname when applicable, initials otherwise), and instrument details (telescope size and resolving power
of spectrograph). The provided Hα results are EWs (0th-order moment), RVs (1st-order moment), widths (squared root of the 2nd-order moment) and V/R ratios.
Note that, when the line combines absorption and emission (i.e. 0th-order moment is close to zero), the higher order moments become less representative of the
properties of the emission component. Low-resolution data (R=600) also have imprecise higher order moments.
Date HJD Observer tel size/R EW RV width V/R
(YYYYMMDD) −2 450 000 (mm)/ (Å) (kms−1) (km s−1)
20131001 6567.358 epollmann 400/20000 -3.99 -13.4 206 1.025
20131001 6567.476 jguarroflo 406/5000 -3.45 -2.8 188 1.013
20131002 6568.427 fhoupert 280/17000 -4.23 -5.6 208 0.981
20131004 6569.696 csawicki 356/15000 -3.38 -14.0 188 0.987
20131007 6573.425 jguarroflo 406/5000 -3.27 -10.4 181 0.894
20131009 6575.461 jguarroflo 406/5000 -2.95 -14.7 169 0.918
20131010 6576.336 epollmann 400/20000 -3.97 4.0 208 0.925
20131016 6582.332 jguarroflo 406/5000 -3.03 -3.7 175 0.864
20131018 6584.309 jguarroflo 406/5000 -3.10 -20.3 170 0.853
20131023 6589.455 jguarroflo 406/5000 -2.71 -14.6 145 0.808
20131026 6591.654 csawicki 356/15000 -2.99 -0.1 171 0.797
20131027 6593.453 jguarroflo 406/5000 -2.49 -1.8 131 0.837
20131028 6594.472 jguarroflo 406/5000 -2.65 3.5 155 0.780
20131031 6597.365 jguarroflo 406/5000 -2.52 -4.2 140 0.845
20131102 6599.414 jguarroflo 406/5000 -2.28 -0.1 114 0.866
20131105 6602.348 jguarroflo 406/5000 -2.21 -5.5 99 0.809
20131106 6603.305 jguarroflo 406/5000 -2.16 -12.2 100 0.830
20131107 6604.280 jguarroflo 406/5000 -2.29 -13.3 124 0.889
20131108 6605.319 jguarroflo 406/5000 -2.11 -7.7 91 0.860
20131111 6608.309 jguarroflo 406/5000 -2.01 -22.9 74 1.031
20131111 6608.406 bmauclaire 300/16000 -2.79 -25.2 125 1.027
20131112 6609.298 jguarroflo 406/5000 -1.92 -14.3 6 0.949
20131113 6610.332 jguarroflo 406/5000 -1.98 -19.2 78 0.955
20131114 6611.311 jguarroflo 406/5000 -2.01 -20.0 98 1.019
20131115 6612.261 jguarroflo 406/5000 -1.97 -18.4 75 1.117
20131115 6612.290 epollmann 400/20000 -1.97 -39.5 87 1.211
20131119 6615.636 csawicki 356/15000 -1.73 -39.8 84 1.282
20131122 6619.242 jguarroflo 406/5000 -1.69 -45.3 59 1.306
20131124 6621.280 jguarroflo 406/5000 -1.40 -11.4 137 1.250
20131125 6622.269 jguarroflo 406/5000 -1.71 -8.2 11 1.141
20131126 6623.251 jguarroflo 406/5000 -1.47 -26.6 118 1.267
20131127 6624.254 jguarroflo 406/5000 -1.47 -59.4 117 1.363
20131129 6626.283 jguarroflo 406/5000 -1.41 -40.8 122 1.324
20131130 6627.358 jguarroflo 406/5000 -1.46 -54.4 105 1.302
20131201 6628.270 jguarroflo 406/5000 -1.31 -42.0 137 1.393
20131202 6629.276 epollmann 400/20000 -1.75 -37.0 68 1.414
20131203 6630.311 jguarroflo 406/5000 -1.11 -17.8 177 1.255
20131203 6630.318 bmauclaire 300/16000 -1.64 -37.4 30 1.257
20131204 6631.284 jguarroflo 406/5000 -1.36 -42.4 81 1.276
20131205 6632.287 jguarroflo 406/5000 -1.12 -56.2 178 1.503
20131206 6633.274 jguarroflo 406/5000 -1.16 -41.3 162 1.385
20131207 6634.345 bmauclaire 300/16000 -1.43 -41.0 80 1.299
20131209 6636.237 jguarroflo 406/5000 -0.94 -64.5 221 1.395
20131215 6642.293 jguarroflo 406/5000 -0.76 -63.3 270 1.067
20131218 6644.525 kgraham 305/13500 -1.06 -45.3 171 1.131
20131223 6650.248 jguarroflo 406/5000 -0.28 -161.7 565 1.079
20140101 6658.605 csawicki 356/15000 -0.12 -69.6 854 0.721
20140107 6665.266 jguarroflo 406/5000 0.27 -90.3 643 0.521
20140108 6666.261 jguarroflo 406/5000 0.04 -69.2 1479 0.710
20140729 6868.478 vdesnoux 200/12000 -4.02 -16.7 234 1.076
20140805 6875.509 epollmann 400/20000 -3.59 -26.7 246 1.389
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Table 1: Continued.
Date HJD Observer tel size/R EW RV width V/R
(YYYYMMDD) −2 450 000 (mm)/ (Å) (kms−1) (km s−1)
20140806 6876.470 bmauclaire 300/16000 -4.09 -8.2 232 1.174
20140823 6893.470 epollmann 400/20000 -4.33 -8.3 230 1.092
20140828 6897.605 bmauclaire 300/16000 -4.30 -4.2 229 1.006
20140913 6914.346 epollmann 400/20000 -4.46 -17.8 233 1.000
20140916 6917.375 pfosanelli 280/17000 -4.84 -14.5 228 0.874
20140918 6919.400 pfosanelli 280/17000 -4.71 -11.5 225 0.875
20140923 6924.339 epollmann 400/20000 -5.13 -15.6 224 0.892
20140923 6924.423 pfosanelli 280/17000 -5.19 -15.0 230 0.931
20140926 6927.332 pberardi 235/13500 -5.34 -11.1 231 0.876
20140926 6927.418 pfosanelli 280/17000 -5.09 -12.1 229 0.859
20140927 6928.373 jguarroflo 406/5000 -5.40 -10.2 235 0.864
20140927 6928.375 plailly 203/15000 -5.35 0.3 223 0.876
20140930 6931.308 pberardi 235/13500 -5.30 -11.4 229 0.869
20141001 6932.344 jguarroflo 406/5000 -5.30 -10.0 232 0.863
20141002 6933.332 jguarroflo 406/5000 -5.42 -12.9 233 0.872
20141003 6934.303 epollmann 400/20000 -4.98 -13.6 224 0.868
20141003 6934.333 jguarroflo 406/5000 -5.33 -13.2 232 0.886
20141003 6934.338 fhoupert 280/15000 -6.07 -10.0 236 0.878
20141005 6936.333 pberardi 235/13500 -5.60 -14.2 230 0.902
20141008 6939.364 jguarroflo 406/5000 -5.66 -10.9 232 0.915
20141011 6942.456 pfosanelli 280/17000 -5.48 -10.6 227 0.922
20141013 6944.373 jguarroflo 406/5000 -5.67 -14.9 230 0.945
20141014 6945.305 pfosanelli 280/17000 -5.43 -11.8 224 0.967
20141016 6947.316 mpujol 300/11000 -4.82 -10.6 210 0.952
20141016 6947.358 jguarroflo 406/5000 -5.67 -11.3 231 1.029
20141017 6948.357 jguarroflo 406/5000 -5.64 -16.9 227 1.052
20141017 6948.393 mleonardi 235/7800 -5.37 -19.9 222 1.005
20141017 6948.421 plailly 203/15000 -5.89 -13.6 225 1.047
20141018 6949.356 epollmann 400/20000 -5.49 -14.0 222 1.061
20141018 6949.407 fhoupert 280/15000 -6.69 -9.9 233 1.040
20141019 6950.398 pfosanelli 280/17000 -5.67 -11.1 224 1.054
20141019 6950.409 mleonardi 235/7800 -5.54 -13.7 217 1.104
20141020 6951.274 pberardi 235/13500 -5.64 -14.5 224 1.095
20141020 6951.359 jguarroflo 406/5000 -5.84 -12.3 231 1.066
20141021 6952.341 jguarroflo 406/5000 -6.12 -13.8 231 1.042
20141022 6953.321 jguarroflo 406/5000 -5.86 -6.0 229 1.078
20141022 6953.359 mleonardi 235/7800 -5.82 -15.2 223 1.093
20141023 6954.299 mpujol 300/11000 -5.38 -12.2 218 1.118
20141023 6954.389 mleonardi 235/7800 -5.74 -14.2 221 1.087
20141024 6955.387 mleonardi 235/7800 -5.42 -15.0 221 1.093
20141026 6956.673 csawicki 356/15000 -6.35 -15.9 230 1.100
20141026 6957.349 mleonardi 235/7800 -6.19 -10.0 232 1.107
20141026 6957.386 pfosanelli 280/17000 -5.79 -11.1 225 1.078
20141028 6959.329 mleonardi 235/7800 -6.03 -12.4 227 1.194
20141029 6960.308 mpujol 300/11000 -5.33 -8.0 217 1.151
20141029 6960.350 nmont+mmann 250/17000 -5.24 -12.2 228 1.153
20141030 6961.270 mpujol 300/11000 -5.52 -8.9 220 1.134
20141030 6961.317 nmont+mmann 250/17000 -5.66 -20.2 225 1.176
20141030 6961.336 mleonardi 235/7800 -6.04 -10.7 225 1.118
20141031 6961.649 csawicki 356/15000 -6.22 -16.3 230 1.154
20141101 6963.397 mleonardi 235/7800 -6.19 -10.0 229 1.208
20141101 6963.427 fhoupert 280/15000 -6.69 -9.8 235 1.139
20141105 6967.388 jguarroflo 406/5000 -6.19 -10.9 231 1.102
20141106 6968.332 jguarroflo 406/5000 -5.97 -13.3 230 1.093
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Date HJD Observer tel size/R EW RV width V/R
(YYYYMMDD) −2 450 000 (mm)/ (Å) (km s−1) (km s−1)
20141106 6968.386 mleonardi 235/7800 -6.15 -10.8 231 1.042
20141108 6970.324 jguarroflo 406/5000 -5.96 -10.7 229 1.030
20141112 6974.323 jguarroflo 406/5000 -5.95 -15.1 228 1.062
20141113 6975.245 epollmann 400/20000 -5.94 -14.4 220 1.087
20141113 6975.303 mleonardi 235/7800 -6.33 -10.9 229 1.063
20141114 6976.315 pberardi 235/13500 -5.98 -13.4 226 1.057
20141115 6976.641 csawicki 356/15000 -6.59 -8.8 231 1.029
20141115 6977.390 jguarroflo 406/5000 -5.91 -9.0 228 1.057
20141116 6978.369 jguarroflo 406/5000 -6.19 -7.7 230 1.023
20141119 6981.335 mleonardi 235/7800 -6.72 -12.6 230 1.033
20141120 6982.252 pberardi 235/13500 -5.97 -16.7 223 1.052
20141121 6982.596 kgraham 305/13500 -5.60 -1.7 217 1.000
20141121 6982.691 csawicki 356/15000 -6.08 -14.4 223 1.040
20141121 6983.223 epollmann 400/20000 -6.57 -13.4 232 1.085
20141126 6988.328 jguarroflo 406/5000 -6.24 -13.5 227 0.976
20141127 6988.592 csawicki 356/15000 -6.82 -11.5 229 1.004
20141127 6989.359 epollmann 400/20000 -10.11 -11.4 222 0.972
20141202 6994.307 jguarroflo 406/5000 -6.60 -15.0 230 0.913
20141205 6997.325 jguarroflo 406/5000 -6.54 -13.0 227 0.946
20141206 6998.345 jguarroflo 406/5000 -6.85 -20.5 229 0.931
20141207 6999.218 pberardi 235/13500 -6.40 -18.4 223 0.962
20141213 7004.622 csawicki 356/15000 -6.53 -21.7 222 0.934
20141218 7010.291 mleonardi 235/7800 -6.88 -18.5 226 0.861
20141220 7011.639 csawicki 356/15000 -6.90 -13.0 225 0.943
20141229 7020.622 csawicki 356/15000 -7.13 -11.1 224 0.945
20150101 7024.267 mleonardi 235/7800 -7.30 -9.5 225 0.911
20150103 7026.311 mleonardi 235/7800 -7.44 -19.5 230 0.921
20150105 7028.312 mleonardi 235/7800 -7.41 -11.2 223 0.957
20150111 7034.296 mleonardi 235/7800 -7.70 -13.2 226 1.044
20150605 7178.584 ogarde 400/11000 -10.02 -10.1 222 0.959
20150628 7201.574 jmontier 355/17000 -11.05 -8.9 222 1.047
20150711 7214.578 epollmann 400/20000 -10.98 -4.6 222 1.042
20150716 7219.740 tlester 310/8000 -11.22 -2.9 224 1.037
20150721 7224.569 othizy 280/10000 -10.41 -13.5 216 1.067
20150723 7227.487 jterry 300/9000 -10.29 -8.2 211 1.074
20150725 7229.453 ogarde 400/11000 -10.92 -6.5 217 1.029
20150802 7236.520 jmontier 355/17000 -11.64 -7.1 221 0.992
20150805 7240.463 epollmann 400/20000 -10.87 -12.8 218 0.971
20150809 7243.737 tlester 310/8000 -11.84 -11.2 220 0.978
20150813 7247.539 afavaro 200/17000 -12.04 -10.5 219 0.980
20150817 7252.425 bmauclaire 300/16000 -12.11 -12.4 215 0.931
20150819 7254.462 jterry 300/9000 -11.41 -21.2 213 0.957
20150819 7254.488 adebruin 280/5800 -12.69 -12.8 221 0.967
20150821 7256.488 afavaro 200/17000 -12.37 -13.9 218 0.959
20150825 7260.380 ogarde 400/11000 -13.06 -14.5 218 0.973
20150826 7261.394 jterry 300/9000 -11.23 -16.3 211 0.972
20150828 7262.737 tlester 310/8000 -13.13 -14.5 222 0.934
20150902 7268.416 adebruin 280/5800 -13.16 -11.1 221 0.945
20150907 7273.412 ogarde 400/11000 -13.48 -8.2 219 0.945
20150917 7282.710 tlester 310/8000 -13.53 -9.4 218 0.973
20150927 7293.370 epollmann 400/20000 -14.40 -7.4 221 1.063
20150928 7294.297 adebruin 280/5800 -14.29 -8.7 222 1.038
20150930 7296.354 adebruin 280/5800 -13.53 -1.3 217 1.032
20151002 7298.362 epollmann 400/20000 -14.21 -6.1 219 1.062
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Date HJD Observer tel size/R EW RV width V/R
(YYYYMMDD) −2 450 000 (mm)/ (Å) (kms−1) (km s−1)
20151008 7303.627 tlester 310/8000 -14.61 -6.3 220 1.048
20151012 7308.347 adebruin 280/5800 -14.04 -2.9 217 1.013
20151022 7318.415 jguarroflo 406/5000 -14.60 -6.6 218 0.990
20151023 7319.404 jguarroflo 406/5000 -14.56 -7.9 219 0.987
20151026 7322.296 adebruin 280/5800 -15.31 -8.8 221 0.974
20151026 7322.401 epollmann 400/20000 -15.25 -9.0 220 1.000
20151029 7325.305 adebruin 280/5800 -15.28 -8.2 220 0.964
20151030 7326.495 tlester 310/8000 -14.90 -9.7 218 0.988
20151031 7327.267 ogarde 400/11000 -15.31 -8.9 217 0.984
20151031 7327.349 fhoupert 280/15000 -16.30 -9.6 220 0.984
20151101 7328.310 vdesnoux 235/15000 -14.32 -12.3 215 1.000
20151102 7329.222 adebruin 280/5800 -15.28 -13.1 220 0.979
20151102 7329.296 epollmann 400/20000 -14.90 -10.6 218 1.004
20151104 7330.585 kgraham 305/13500 -14.33 -10.1 214 0.984
20151104 7330.704 csawicki 510/17000 -13.10 -12.5 206 0.981
20151106 7333.245 ogarde 400/11000 -15.16 -11.6 217 0.982
20151107 7333.650 csawicki 510/17000 -13.44 -7.7 208 0.965
20151108 7335.244 pberardi 235/13500 -14.77 -14.6 216 0.961
20151108 7335.278 ckreider 430/600 -13.72 -15.9 248 -
20151108 7335.422 fhoupert 280/15000 -16.00 -12.7 217 0.952
20151109 7336.310 afavaro 200/17000 -15.92 -13.2 218 0.958
20151109 7336.320 jguarroflo 406/5000 -14.90 -13.1 218 0.942
20151110 7337.347 jguarroflo 406/5000 -15.00 -16.8 218 0.968
20151111 7338.335 jguarroflo 406/5000 -14.83 -15.1 218 0.954
20151113 7340.395 jguarroflo 406/5000 -15.02 -15.7 217 0.938
20151115 7342.329 plailly 203/15000 -15.05 -13.1 213 0.949
20151118 7345.267 pberardi 235/13500 -15.06 -12.3 216 0.939
20151118 7345.274 afavaro 200/17000 -15.63 -14.1 217 0.945
20151123 7350.396 jguarroflo 406/5000 -14.77 -17.7 217 0.948
20151125 7352.334 jguarroflo 406/5000 -14.79 -12.4 218 0.955
20151127 7354.351 jguarroflo 406/5000 -14.99 -15.5 217 0.954
20151129 7356.217 pberardi 235/13500 -15.01 -14.4 215 0.949
20151211 7367.673 csawicki 510/17000 -13.36 -4.1 207 0.955
20151217 7374.283 pfosanelli 280/16000 -14.21 -5.3 209 1.008
20151221 7378.271 jguarroflo 406/5000 -14.84 -5.4 215 1.027
20151222 7379.327 jguarroflo 406/5000 -15.23 -6.1 217 1.032
20151229 7386.227 mleonardi 235/7800 -15.75 -3.4 216 1.061
20151230 7387.265 jguarroflo 406/5000 -15.67 -3.7 217 1.025
20160121 7409.247 jguarroflo 406/5000 -14.58 -71.0 224 1.199
20160123 7411.243 jguarroflo 406/5000 -14.62 -57.9 221 1.078
20160125 7413.236 ogarde 400/11000 -15.10 -11.1 213 0.970
20160205 7424.237 ogarde 400/11000 -14.55 -13.6 209 0.978
20160710 7579.583 othizy 280/11000 -15.66 -11.1 211 1.015
20160717 7586.584 afavaro 200/17000 -15.73 -13.3 210 0.968
20160725 7594.526 afavaro 200/17000 -15.25 -14.1 209 1.041
20160728 7597.533 othizy 280/11000 -16.05 -17.4 211 1.019
20160812 7613.455 jterry 280/17000 -14.73 -13.7 206 0.941
20160817 7618.464 ogarde 400/11000 -16.28 -9.5 210 0.982
20160819 7619.686 tlester 310/8000 -16.50 -8.1 213 0.973
20160823 7624.487 tlemoult 356/11000 -16.18 -8.9 210 0.988
20160824 7625.431 adebruin 280/5800 -17.44 -9.7 215 1.005
20160825 7626.463 adebruin 280/5800 -17.36 -5.9 215 1.004
20160826 7626.548 jterry 280/17000 -16.67 -7.3 212 1.006
20160829 7630.426 adebruin 280/5800 -17.79 -6.5 215 1.011
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20160830 7631.431 fhoupert 280/15000 -18.07 -3.3 213 1.015
20160905 7637.393 adebruin 280/5800 -17.68 -8.7 215 1.010
20160906 7638.397 adebruin 280/5800 -17.21 -4.6 215 1.032
20160906 7638.401 jterry 280/17000 -16.73 -6.7 211 1.066
20160907 7639.402 adebruin 280/5800 -17.57 -10.3 215 1.018
20160909 7641.476 fhoupert 280/15000 -18.06 -1.9 213 1.029
20160912 7644.356 adebruin 280/5800 -17.57 -0.2 216 1.012
20160913 7645.387 adebruin 280/5800 -17.74 -2.0 217 1.040
20160914 7646.402 adebruin 280/5800 -17.62 -4.5 215 1.034
20160924 7656.404 afavaro 200/17000 -17.94 -7.6 212 0.980
20160924 7656.464 epollmann 400/20000 -17.40 -8.2 213 1.008
20160925 7657.356 ebertrand 203/18000 -18.00 -5.9 212 0.956
20160928 7660.398 fhoupert 280/15000 -18.86 -8.4 214 0.976
20161002 7664.344 adebruin 280/5800 -17.90 -4.0 212 0.987
20161004 7666.388 ogarde 400/11000 -17.87 -11.6 210 0.966
20161004 7666.496 epollmann 400/20000 -17.92 -11.6 213 0.974
20161006 7668.313 adebruin 280/5800 -18.04 -7.8 215 0.964
20161010 7671.564 tlester 310/8000 -17.97 -11.9 212 0.960
20161017 7679.289 adebruin 280/5800 -18.39 -15.7 216 0.988
20161020 7681.667 csawicki 510/17000 -17.12 -15.2 207 0.994
20161028 7690.353 ebertrand 203/13000 -18.66 -13.1 213 0.970
20161030 7691.636 csawicki 510/17000 -17.42 -14.5 208 0.965
20161030 7692.335 fhoupert 280/15000 -19.17 -11.9 213 0.958
20161031 7693.224 ogarde 400/11000 -18.16 -12.4 211 0.939
20161031 7693.269 adebruin 280/5800 -18.51 -10.8 216 0.975
20161107 7699.661 kgraham 305/13500 -18.02 -9.6 209 0.943
20161108 7700.510 tlester 310/8000 -18.19 -10.1 212 0.964
20161115 7708.362 ogarde 400/11000 -18.42 -5.5 211 0.966
20161124 7716.576 csawicki 510/17000 -17.01 -2.9 206 1.020
20161124 7717.210 adebruin 280/5800 -19.24 -6.9 216 1.008
20161126 7719.195 ogarde 400/11000 -18.59 -3.1 211 1.035
20161127 7720.268 epollmann 400/20000 -16.14 -10.8 204 1.045
20161128 7721.206 adebruin 280/5800 -19.28 1.2 217 1.023
20161129 7722.204 adebruin 280/5800 -19.23 1.3 216 1.023
20161204 7727.238 ogarde 400/11000 -18.60 -3.3 212 1.035
20161213 7736.266 ogarde 400/11000 -17.94 -5.1 211 0.993
20170726 7963.526 ctq+mm 127/12000 -20.73 -11.8 212 1.015
20170731 7965.538 vdesnoux 200/15000 -20.52 -9.8 211 1.045
20170805 7971.392 ctq+mm 127/12000 -19.93 -6.6 208 1.038
20170806 7972.468 ogarde 400/11000 -20.69 0.7 209 1.071
20170814 7980.379 ctq+mm 127/12000 -20.19 -5.5 211 1.022
20170817 7983.484 othizy 280/11000 -20.17 -4.4 209 1.053
20170826 7992.360 othizy 280/11000 -20.38 -6.5 210 0.984
20170828 7994.474 adebruin 200/5800 -24.45 -1.1 210 0.985
20170908 8005.378 ogarde 400/11000 -20.00 -15.9 208 0.975
20170909 8006.350 ctq+mm 127/12000 -19.97 -11.8 211 0.996
20170919 8016.373 adebruin 200/5800 -22.39 -25.1 218 1.013
20170921 8017.708 tlester 310/13000 -19.51 -15.6 208 1.002
20170921 8018.371 adebruin 200/5800 -20.31 -19.8 211 0.987
20170921 8018.379 othizy 280/11000 -20.23 -16.8 209 1.026
20170928 8025.326 othizy 280/11000 -20.08 -14.8 209 1.006
20170929 8026.324 ogarde 400/11000 -19.79 -8.9 208 0.996
20171001 8028.290 ctq+mm 127/12000 -19.85 -15.7 210 1.012
20171006 8033.280 ctq+mm 127/12000 -19.97 -13.6 210 0.986
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20171006 8033.298 othizy 280/11000 -20.37 -13.1 209 1.011
20171009 8036.394 jguarroflo 406/9000 -19.94 -11.1 210 0.960
20171010 8037.264 othizy 280/11000 -20.25 -10.0 209 0.956
20171010 8037.372 jguarroflo 406/9000 -19.95 -11.1 209 0.972
20171011 8038.375 jguarroflo 406/9000 -20.26 -11.9 210 0.966
20171011 8038.396 fhoupert 280/15000 -22.04 -8.3 212 0.968
20171012 8039.373 jguarroflo 406/9000 -20.32 -10.8 210 0.976
20171012 8039.374 jterry 280/17000 -21.55 -1.9 211 0.956
20171013 8040.318 ogarde 400/11000 -20.57 -6.7 209 0.971
20171014 8041.392 jguarroflo 406/9000 -20.12 -8.7 210 0.990
20171017 8044.357 jguarroflo 406/9000 -19.73 -7.7 209 0.989
20171020 8047.253 othizy 280/11000 -20.15 -6.8 208 1.032
20171020 8047.400 jguarroflo 406/9000 -20.03 -6.7 208 0.993
20171020 8047.431 ebertrand 203/13000 -20.66 -1.8 210 1.007
20171022 8049.394 jguarroflo 406/9000 -19.90 -6.5 209 0.989
20171025 8052.324 jguarroflo 406/9000 -20.19 -4.1 208 0.980
20171026 8052.618 kgraham 305/13500 -21.46 -3.4 211 1.027
20171027 8054.402 jguarroflo 406/9000 -20.09 -4.4 208 0.982
20171029 8056.243 ctq+mm 127/12000 -20.54 -8.1 209 1.020
20171029 8056.338 jguarroflo 406/9000 -20.21 -4.2 208 1.002
20171030 8057.321 fhoupert 280/15000 -21.96 -3.7 210 1.052
20171031 8058.305 ogarde 400/11000 -21.42 -3.7 210 1.056
20171031 8058.370 jguarroflo 406/9000 -20.49 -4.1 209 1.060
20171101 8059.252 othizy 280/11000 -20.84 -5.8 208 1.076
20171101 8059.391 jguarroflo 406/9000 -20.07 -4.1 208 1.028
20171103 8061.347 jguarroflo 406/9000 -20.34 -3.2 208 1.035
20171109 8067.326 jguarroflo 406/9000 -20.43 -12.0 209 1.042
20171111 8069.250 ctq+mm 127/12000 -20.81 -3.9 210 1.040
20171113 8071.399 jguarroflo 406/9000 -19.86 -10.7 207 1.023
20171114 8072.277 othizy 280/11000 -21.14 -7.9 211 1.042
20171115 8073.245 othizy 280/11000 -20.95 -8.0 210 1.048
20171116 8074.358 jguarroflo 406/9000 -20.31 -10.7 209 1.016
20171121 8079.347 jguarroflo 406/9000 -19.95 -14.0 207 0.978
20171122 8080.212 ogarde 400/11000 -21.55 -9.6 212 0.991
20171123 8081.214 othizy 280/11000 -20.57 -9.9 209 0.998
20171124 8081.575 csawicki 510/17000 -18.97 -10.1 204 0.991
20171125 8083.373 jguarroflo 406/9000 -20.28 -11.5 207 0.989
20171128 8086.365 jguarroflo 406/9000 -20.02 -11.5 208 0.993
20171130 8088.380 jguarroflo 406/9000 -20.41 -12.0 208 1.005
20171204 8092.209 othizy 280/11000 -21.01 -17.0 209 1.004
20171204 8092.350 jguarroflo 406/9000 -19.88 -18.6 207 1.016
20171212 8100.214 ogarde 400/11000 -21.40 -13.7 211 1.032
20171216 8104.224 ctq+mm 127/12000 -20.64 -21.1 210 1.018
20171218 8106.351 jguarroflo 406/9000 -20.12 -14.2 208 1.011
20180108 8126.580 csawicki 510/17000 -20.82 -8.3 208 0.964
20180114 8133.225 fhoupert 280/15000 -22.46 -3.9 211 1.009
20180616 8285.587 othizy 280/11000 -21.61 -10.8 212 0.973
20180716 8315.539 othizy 280/11000 -21.84 -7.2 213 1.172
20180721 8321.459 ebryssinck 280/9500 -22.04 -0.3 213 1.166
20180727 8327.444 ctq+mm 127/12000 -22.73 -6.7 216 1.105
20180810 8341.485 ogarde 400/11000 -21.85 -11.8 209 1.061
20180812 8342.532 fhoupert 280/15000 -23.72 -15.3 212 1.053
20180818 8348.539 fhoupert 280/15000 -24.06 -16.9 211 1.075
20180822 8352.516 trodda 235/600 -21.47 9.6 245 -
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20180822 8353.393 ctq+mm 127/12000 -24.04 -12.5 214 1.058
20180825 8356.512 fhoupert 280/15000 -24.32 -16.0 211 1.094
20180826 8357.395 ogarde 400/11000 -21.92 -17.1 206 1.152
20180908 8369.533 fhoupert 280/15000 -25.28 -11.8 211 1.071
20180910 8372.393 adebruin 200/5800 -23.45 -10.0 210 1.023
20180910 8372.468 afavaro 200/17000 -16.93 -6.4 205 1.036
20180913 8375.304 adebruin 200/5800 -23.32 -15.7 209 1.034
20180915 8377.391 fhoupert 280/15000 -24.98 -8.3 209 1.047
20180917 8379.353 ctq+mm 127/12000 -24.55 -1.3 212 1.073
20180917 8379.407 fhoupert 280/15000 -24.81 -7.6 208 1.049
20180917 8379.427 othizy 280/11000 -23.50 -8.9 207 1.058
20180919 8381.416 othizy 280/11000 -23.45 -9.8 207 1.061
20180920 8382.365 othizy 280/11000 -23.60 -8.8 207 1.079
20180920 8382.441 jguarroflo 406/9000 -23.23 -5.5 207 1.055
20180928 8390.474 jguarroflo 406/9000 -23.40 -6.7 206 1.065
20180929 8391.395 fhoupert 280/15000 -25.28 -4.7 209 1.053
20180929 8391.414 ogarde 400/11000 -25.33 -3.1 212 1.048
20181003 8395.333 othizy 280/11000 -24.12 -6.5 207 1.091
20181003 8395.379 jguarroflo 406/9000 -22.79 -4.5 204 1.061
20181004 8396.354 othizy 280/11000 -23.97 -6.4 206 1.063
20181008 8400.338 adebruin 200/5100 -24.16 -7.2 207 1.078
20181008 8400.365 fhoupert 280/15000 -25.81 -4.1 207 1.072
20181009 8401.273 adebruin 200/5100 -24.24 -5.9 208 1.053
20181009 8401.327 othizy 280/11000 -24.17 -6.5 205 1.064
20181010 8402.307 adebruin 200/5100 -24.11 -2.7 208 1.108
20181011 8403.255 adebruin 200/5100 -23.82 -7.1 207 1.076
20181018 8410.304 adebruin 200/17000 -23.83 -16.1 208 1.031
20181018 8410.369 fhoupert 280/15000 -25.15 -5.0 207 1.063
20181023 8415.322 fhoupert 280/15000 -25.31 -6.8 209 1.007
20181023 8415.407 jguarroflo 406/9000 -23.51 -8.7 207 1.025
20181024 8416.298 othizy 280/11000 -23.88 -9.1 207 1.009
20181025 8416.540 kgraham 305/12000 -20.82 -7.5 198 1.017
20181102 8425.413 jguarroflo 406/9000 -23.31 -12.3 205 0.963
20181103 8426.295 fhoupert 280/15000 -25.54 -11.0 209 0.970
20181108 8430.961 tbohlsen 280/14000 -25.04 -8.3 208 0.945
20181110 8433.332 ebryssinck 280/15000 -25.14 -12.3 205 0.921
20181112 8434.986 tbohlsen 280/14000 -24.39 -12.8 208 0.950
20181114 8437.242 adebruin 280/17000 -22.20 -14.6 204 0.923
20181114 8437.260 othizy 280/11000 -23.84 -15.1 206 0.962
20181115 8438.277 ebryssinck 280/15000 -24.23 -13.5 207 0.934
20181116 8439.246 othizy 280/11000 -23.45 -15.3 205 0.944
20181116 8439.273 ctq+mm 127/12000 -25.31 -10.3 211 0.929
20181116 8439.304 fhoupert 280/15000 -25.26 -12.5 208 0.915
20181118 8441.222 othizy 280/11000 -23.75 -15.7 207 0.943
20181119 8441.602 jdaglen 356/13000 -24.83 -14.7 209 0.937
20181119 8441.954 tbohlsen 280/14000 -24.26 -13.8 208 0.956
20181126 8448.994 tbohlsen 280/14000 -24.09 -7.6 210 0.954
20181126 8449.348 jguarroflo 406/9000 -23.16 -11.9 207 0.954
20181128 8450.699 astiewing 280/17000 -23.86 -10.5 209 0.952
20181209 8461.609 astiewing 280/17000 -24.14 -5.0 209 0.905
20181210 8463.337 jguarroflo 406/9000 -23.22 -6.0 208 0.909
20181216 8469.244 jguarroflo 406/9000 -23.32 -3.2 208 0.927
20181226 8479.264 ogarde 400/11000 -24.53 0.0 211 0.936
20190103 8487.214 ogarde 400/11000 -24.27 -0.9 213 0.970
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Figure 4: Doppler maps for Hα in the five observing seasons 2013-4, 2014-5, 2015-6, 2016, 2017-8. In the contour plots, the magenta, blue, cyan, green, and red
contours correspond to amplitudes of 95%, 80%, 65%, 50%, and 35% of the maximum emission. The two crosses indicate the velocities of the secondary (top) and
primary (bottom) according to the semi-amplitudes K derived by Bjorkman et al. (2002). The bottom color images provide the same maps as images. These maps
correspond to a slice at vz = −10 km s−1, the mean RV value of the system (see Fig. 1) - calculations made with values of +10 or 0 km s−1 provide similar results,
however.
Table 1: Continued.
Date HJD Observer tel size/R EW RV width V/R
(YYYYMMDD) −2 450 000 (mm)/ (Å) (kms−1) (km s−1)
20190106 8490.274 jguarroflo 406/9000 -23.21 -2.9 211 0.985
20190115 8499.274 jguarroflo 406/9000 -22.83 -6.2 211 0.948
20190121 8505.215 fhoupert 280/15000 -25.33 -7.8 215 0.906
20190121 8505.265 jguarroflo 406/9000 -22.67 -7.5 211 0.915
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